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INFORMATION

OUR VENUE IN BAD NEUENAHR:

STEIGENBERGER HOTEL BAD NEUENAHR

Kurgartenstraße 1 · 53474 Bad Neuenahr/Germany
Phone +49 2641 941-0 · Fax +49 2641 941-410
bad-neuenahr@steigenberger.de
www.bad-neuenahr.steigenberger.de

Location and Directions

Arrival by Car: If travelling by car, take the A 61 motorway left (west) of the river Rhine.Coming from the north, you should take the motorway exit for Bad Neuenahr-Alrweiler; coming from the south, you should exit the motorway at Bad Neuenahr-Sinzig. From both exits, it will take 5 minutes to get to Bad Neuenahr. At the next junction/traffic lights, go straight on over the railway crossing. Then follow the red hotel route II, which is signposted.

Parking: The public multi-storey “City Parkhaus” is within 5 minutes’ walking distance of the hotel.

Arrival by Train (DB): Take the train to Remagen station, where you can change trains to get to Bad Neuenahr (travel time: 15 minutes). If you are coming from the north, take the Intercity (IC)/Intercity Express (ICE) train to Bonn central station (Hauptbahnhof); if you are coming from the south, your destination station is Koblenz. Then take the Regional Express (RE) train to Remagen, which leaves every 30 minutes. From there you can take the regional train to Bad Neuenahr.

Attendance Fee:

For details of the attendance fee please refer to the enclosed registration form.

Registration/Cancellation: To register for the 20th International Conference on Recycling of Plastics, please fill in the enclosed form by 20th May 2017. If a cancellation is made after this date, the fees will have to be charged in full.

Room Reservation: To book a room, please refer directly to the hotels listed in the enclosed form.

20th INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON RECYCLING OF PLASTICS

30th + 31st MAY 2017
STEIGENBERGER HOTEL BAD NEUENAHR

In cooperation with

BKV PLASTICS CONCEPTS RECOVERY

A NEW WAY OF THINKING
A NEW WAY OF CONCEPT
ADVANCING PLASTICS RECYCLING

www.kunststoff-verwertung.de
13:30 – 15:30
ROAD MAP TO PLASTICS RECYCLING

Opening Address
Eric Rehbock, Executive Director, Federal Association for Secondary Raw Materials and Waste Management (bvse), Bonn/Berlin/Brussels/Munich
Werner Bosmans, Policy Officer, European Commission, Brussels (invitation sent)
Dr. Franziska Krüger, Federal Environment Agency, Dessau

Panel Discussion
Chair: Stephan Krafzik, Publisher and Editor-in-Chief of the 320 Grad online magazine
Participants:
Jacques Ragot, Head of Governmental Affairs at Covestro Deutschland AG, Leverkusen
Herbert Snell, Vice President of the Federal Association for Secondary Raw Materials and Waste Management (bvse), Bonn/Berlin/Brussels/Munich
Dr. Michael Scriba, mtm plastics GmbH, Niedergebra
Carsten Spohn, Interest Group for Thermal Waste Treatment Plants in Germany (ITAD e.V.), Dusseldorf

Tuesday, 30th May 2017, 12:00 - 13:30 Uhr
Lunchtime Snack

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON RECYCLING OF PLASTICS 2017

WORKSHOPS ON TUESDAY, 30th MAY 2017, 15:30 – 18:00:

A „Who Assumes Product Liability for Packaging?“
Chair: Dr. Stefan Bosewitz

- Product Liability from a Recycler’s Point of View
  Christoph Heine, Cabka GmbH, Genthin
- Product Liability Holders for Packaging
  Dr. Bettina Enderle, Office for Environment and Planning Legislation, Frankfurt
- Plastics Recycling as a Part of Eco-Friendliness
  Dr. Bernhard Bauske, World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), Berlin
- Licensing of Packagings from the German Environmental Association’s Point of View
  Thomas Fischer, German Environmental Aid Association (Deutsche Umwelthilfe e.V.), Berlin
- The Area of Conflict between Substance Cycle Management and Product Liability
  Sebastian Kremer, silver plastics GmbH, Troisdorf
- The Bottling Company's Product Liability for Packagings
  Sandra Henne, Breitsamer + Ulrich GmbH & Co. KG, Munich (invitation sent)

B „The Packaging Act as a Pioneer for the Closed-Cycle Economy“
Chair: Dr. Gottfried Jung

- Incentives for More Plastics Cycle Management
  Dr. Thomas Rummler, Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety, Bonn
- The Trading Companies’ Response to the Packaging Act – Initiatives for Getting Started in the Closed-Cycle Economy
  Dr. Günther Kabbe, Rewe Group, Cologne (invitation sent)
- Sustainable Packaging from a Research Point of View: on the Conflict of Objectives between Material Saving and Recyclability
  Dr. Siegfried Kreibe, bifa Environmental Institute, Augsburg
- Are High Quotas Sufficient? Characteristics of a Closed-Cycle Economy from the Point of View of Recycling
  Dr. Michael Heyde, Duales System Deutschland GmbH, Cologne
- Discussion: “Which Factors Pave the Way for an Effective Closed-Cycle Economy in the Area of Plastics?”

9:30 – 12:30
3. MEET THE EXHIBITORS
Chair: DDr. Thomas Probst
12:30 – 13:30
Lunch

Wednesday, 31st May, 9:30 – 12:00 (upon special invitation)
Working Group ‘Mixed Plastics and Film’
Chair: Andreas Stolzenberg
Working Group ‘PET Recycling’
Chair: Herbert Snell

ON BOTH DAYS:
PRODUCT EXHIBITION AND EXHIBITORS’ FORUM
DR. BOSEWITZ